THE TOWN
A FILM BY LINDIWE MAKGALEMELE

LOGLINE

A car breaks down in an anonymous South African
town.

DIRECTORS
STATEMENT

Growing up between the large city of Johannesburg
South Africa and the much smaller town-like capital
of Botswana, Gaborone, I spent a great deal of time
tracing through these various settings watching as
siloed towns appeared and disappeared around
me. The more rural of these towns are often ignored,
only acknowledged when community members protest by throwing rocks at cars passing through.
The story began as a meditation on this isolation
and loneliness, through the lens of the children who
sit on the edges of the roads watching cars pass
through. I was interested in how the communities’
traumas and resentments embedded themselves
in routine behaviours. But the story grew to be a
more intimate look at isolation through the eyes of a
young girl waiting for something to happen, hoping
for greater connection, and always drawing closer to
the road and the possibility of movement.
I hope to capture this sense of tension, loneliness,
and expectation as well as the moments of dreamlike joy and beauty. The story in its specificity and
intimacy seeks to counter the violence of the
abstraction.

SYNOPSIS

Seven-year-old Lesedi spends her days waiting and
hoping for something to happen. She begins her
morning as she has many other mornings: chasing and throwing stones at the cars that are passing
through the centre of her isolated town. She hits one
then soon returns to Marta’s - a middle-aged shopkeeper and her best friend- to wait out the rest of the
day. While Marta, well accustomed to waiting flows
through her daily routine with hard-fought content,
Lesedi is restless, expectant, and yearns for
movement.
Unexpectedly, a car similar to the one Lesedi threw
stones at breaks down introducing Naledi to the community and leading Lesedi to believe that she caused
the breakdown. Though Lesedi is wary of being discovered, she is enamoured by Naledi and an unlikely
albeit transient connection is formed.

VISUAL
LANGUAGE
The approach to filming will seek to capture the
intimacy, both the enduring and the short-lived,
between our characters. A sensitivity to composition
will be used to convey intimate moments which are
set against a vast and anonymous space.
A deliberate focus on intimacy will reveal the interiority of the characters and the way in which they relate
to one and other.
Movement and isolation are central to this story and
are to be revealed in contrasting lyrical movements
and stillness. Longing and loneliness are to be communicated through space between people, of the
land, enclosed in a car, between our characters and
the sky, between fingers, between the viewers and
the characters; and temperature, the heat of the day
swelling, the fan, the cool air of the refrigerator.

KEY TEAM

LINDIWE MAKGALEMELE - WRITER, DIRECTOR

Lindiwe is a graduate of Harvard University
where she majored in History and minored in
Romance Languages and Literature.
Her work both within the archive and as a filmmaker seeks to tackle the continued erasures,
misrememberings, and disappearances one
has to confront as one pieces together stories — particularly those of black and African
women.

FRANCES KROON - DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Frances, a South African Cinematographer,
earned her MFA at the American Film Institute. Her work is influenced by her diverse
upbringing: urban and rural South Africa;
England; and Honduras.
Her career spans the last decade with her
work including Balloon (Hollyshorts GrandPrix winner; Cinegear short winner; nominee
for the Student Academy Awards; the College
Emmys; and the ASC Heritage award) and Afrika is a Country (silver-screen winner at the
YDA Awards at Cannes Lions and best experimental film at the European Cinematography
awards). She is currently 1 of 5 Cinematographers selected as part of
Film Independent’s Project Involve fellowship
2020.

www.franceskroon.com

NOLITHA MKULISI - PRODUCER

Nolitha Mkulisi, is a rising producer and
co-founder of Brown Flamingo productions
from Johannesburg, South Africa. Before
founding her company, she worked at top
local film and commercial company, Giant
Films, who produced the gripping drama Four
Corners (2013 South Africa’s Foreign Film Oscar selection), coordinating and managing
budget’s for international commercials, and
working as a Jnr Producer. She also worked as
an associate producer at Urucu Media, recognised for critically acclaimed LGBTQI+ Drama
Inxeba (The Wound).
Nolitha production managed and line produced locally acclaimed director Jahmil XT
Qubeka’s films Stillborn and Sew The Winter
To My Skin (Toronto International Film Festival
- Contemporary World Cinema, BFI London
Film Festival) .
Brown Flamingo Productions
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